TD1500 & TD3000

TELESCOPING AND
FIXED CAMERA POLES
The TD Series adjustable camera poles come complete
with a dome cover and ceiling mount bracket for indoor
installations.
For cameras, monitors, wireless access points and smoke
alarms. The TD series telescoping poles feature 2 sections
at either 1500mm or 3000mm lengths that adjust between
1500 - 2900mm and 3000 - 5900mm respectively. The
central joiner on the poles uses cap head screws from both
sides for a sleek appearance.
Both the 1500mm and 3000mm poles are available in satin
white or satin black powder coated finishes.

TELESCOPING AND FIXED LENGTH
CEILING MOUNT HARDWARE
ALUMINIUM CONSTRUCTION

SUITS MOST DOME CAMERAS

Our second generation aluminum droppers
are far easier to cut and drill. Another bonus,
being two thirds lighter than steel tubes
makes carrying and installation a breeze.

Our standard range of mounting kits provide
mounting options for a wide range of cameras
from 110 to 160mm diameter +. Also suits LCD
Screens with 75 and 100mm VESA mounting
patterns up to 14KG in weight.

Our second generation
aluminum droppers are
far easier to cut and drill.
Another bonus, being two
thirds lighter than steel
tubes makes carrying and
installation a breeze.

TDCTXXXX cable path
Entry and exit from dropper
clear of through bolts. Custom
lengths available for next day
dispatch.
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TELESCOPING CAMERA POLES

MOUNTING KIT DIMENSIONS

131MM

131MM

TDUNI1

TDUNI2
158MM
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TELESCOPING CAMERA POLE PART LIST

Part Number

Description

TD1500

1500-2900mm adjustable telescopic dropper pole kit including: inner and outer poles ceiling mount bracket and
connecting bolts.

TD3000

3000-5900mm adjustable telescopic dropper pole kit including: inner and outer poles ceiling mount bracket and
connecting bolts.

TD1500X32

1500mm long x 32mm diameter outer pole (Pole only)

TD1500X28

1500mm long x 28mm diameter inner pole (Pole only)

TD3000X32

3000mm long x 32mm diameter outer pole (Pole only)

TD3000X28

3000mm long x 28mm diameter inner pole (Pole only)

TDCTXXXX

TD cable through fixed length pole (with 30mm diameter cable entry and exit at top and bottom ) Advise length
required between ceiling and mount height for devices when ordering.

TDUNI1

Mounting kit for cameras and smoke detectors up to 130mm Dia. Kit includes 1 X TDLP1 mount plate, 1 X TDDC1L, 1 X
TDDC1U decorative covers plus bolt and nut sets.

TDUNI2

Mounting kit for cameras and smoke detectors up to 167mm Dia. Kit includes 1 X TDLP2 mount plate, 1 X TDDC1L, 1 X
TDDC1U decorative covers plus bolt and nut sets.

TDUNI3

Mounting kit for cameras and smoke detectors up to 167mm Dia. Kit includes 1 X TDLP2 mount plate, 1 X TDDC2L, 1 X
TDDC1U decorative covers plus bolt and nut sets.

TDVESA100

Pan and tilt Vesa mount bracket suit screens with 75 and 100mm mounting pattern. Suit up to 32 inch screens.

TDCISCO1

Mount kit for Cisco 3700 series wireless access point.

TDLP1

Type 1 mounting plate (can be fitted to 28 and 32mm tube)

TDLP2

Type 2 mounting plate (can be fitted to 28 and 32mm tube)

TDLP3

Type 3 mounting plate (can be fitted to 28 and 32mm tube)

TDRP1

Ceiling mount plate, suit 32 & 28mm diameter poles.

TDDC1L

Type 1 decorative cover suit lower mounting plates, no screws

TDDC1U

Type 1 decorative cover suit upper mounting plates, with screws

TDDC2L

Type 2 large decorative cover suit lower mount plates.

TD45BOLT

M8 x 45mm bolt and nyloc nut

TDCAPSC

M6 Cap screw kit suit connection between inner and outer pole.

TDCOUP

28mm diameter coupling tube and cap nuts suit joining 32mm diameter poles.

Note: Specify “W” for white & “B” for black powder coat finish (ie: TD1500B for single black dropper)
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